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ABSTRACT

While crowdsourcing enables data collection at scale, ensuring
high-quality data remains a challenge. In particular, effective
task design underlies nearly every reported crowdsourcing success, yet remains difficult to accomplish. Task design is hard
because it involves a costly iterative process: identifying the
kind of work output one wants, conveying this information to
workers, observing worker performance, understanding what
remains ambiguous, revising the instructions, and repeating
the process until the resulting output is satisfactory.
To facilitate this process, we propose a novel meta-workflow
that helps requesters optimize crowdsourcing task designs and
S PROUT, our open-source tool, which implements this workflow. S PROUT improves task designs by (1) eliciting points
of confusion from crowd workers, (2) enabling requesters to
quickly understand these misconceptions and the overall space
of questions, and (3) guiding requesters to improve the task
design in response. We report the results of a user study with
two labeling tasks demonstrating that requesters strongly prefer S PROUT and produce higher-rated instructions compared
to current best practices for creating gated instructions (instructions plus a workflow for training and testing workers).
We also offer a set of design recommendations for future tools
that support crowdsourcing task design.
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INTRODUCTION

Ensuring high-quality work is considered one of the main
roadblocks to having crowdsourcing achieve its full potential [34]. The lack of high quality work is often attributed
to unskilled workers, though it can equally be attributed to
inexperienced or time-constrained requesters posting imperfect task designs [15, 35]. Often, unclear instructions confuse
sincere workers because they do not clearly state the task
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expectations [12]. In other cases, the task may be clear but
complex; here, the lack of guided practice creates a mismatch
between worker understanding and task needs [11,23]. Finally,
in many cases, the requesters themselves do not appreciate
the nuances of their task, a priori, and need to refine their task
definition [21].
Our hypothesis is that explicit or implicit feedback from workers can guide a requester towards a better task design. Unfortunately, existing tools for crowdsourcing fall severely short in
this regard. While they often include best practice recommendations to counter variance in worker quality [10] (e.g., gold
standard question insertion for identifying under-performing
workers, aggregation of redundant labels), they do not provide
mechanisms for supporting requesters in effectively defining
and designing the task itself, which can mitigate the need for
these downstream interventions.
In response, we present a novel meta-workflow that interleaves
tasks performed by both crowd workers and the requester (see
Figure 1) for improving task designs. S PROUT, our initial
prototype, focuses on clarifying the task instructions and ensuring workers follow them, which are difficult [2] and important [12, 15, 23] aspects of task design. S PROUT evaluates
a preliminary task design and organizes confusing questions
by clustering explanations and instruction edits suggested by
crowd workers. S PROUT’s dashboard displays these organized confusions, allowing the requester to navigate their own
dataset in a prioritized manner. The system goal is to support
the requester in efficiently identifying sources of confusion, refining their task understanding, and improving the task design
in response.
S PROUT provides additional support for ensuring workers
understand the instructions. It allows requesters to embed
illustrative examples in the instructions and recommends potential test questions (questions with reference answers that
test understanding of the instructions). Upon acceptance by
the requester, the instructions and test questions are compiled
into gated instructions [23], a workflow consisting of an interactive tutorial that reinforces instruction concepts and a
screening phase that verifies worker comprehension before
commencing work (see Figure 2). Overall, S PROUT provides
a comprehensive interface for requesters to iteratively create
and improve gated task instructions using worker feedback.
We evaluate S PROUT in a user study, comparing it against
structured labeling [21], a previous method that is likely to
aid requesters in creating instructions [4], while their understanding of the task may be evolving (unassisted by workers).
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Figure 1. S PROUT is our implemented task-improvement meta-workflow (workflow for improving a task workflow), that interleaves steps where workers
answer questions using the base workflow (blue box) and meta steps (orange boxes), where meta-workers diagnose problems and suggest fixes, while
S PROUT guides the requester to iteratively improve the instructions, add clarifying examples, and insert test questions to ensure understanding.

Requesters who participated in our study created gated instructions for two different types of labeling tasks—the most
common crowdsourcing task type [15]—strongly preferred
and produced higher-rated instructions using S PROUT.

tools that help requesters (3) understand user behavior and (4)
improve their task design.

In summary, this paper makes four main contributions:

There is a small but growing body of work elucidating best
practices for task design. CrowdFlower, a major crowdsourcing platform, reinforces that tasks should be divided into discrete steps governed by objective rules; they also highlight the
importance of clear instructions [9] and test questions [10].
Several studies of worker attitudes also point to task clarity
problems as a major risk factor for workers [12, 25, 35]. Furthermore, large-scale analyses have found positive correlations
between task clarity features like the presence of examples
and task performance metrics like inter-annotator agreement
and fast task completion times [15]. Other controlled empirical studies provide further evidence that examples improve
task outcomes [35]. Some work has sought to systematically
understand the relative importance of various task design features [1, 35], but this work is limited to specific task types and
general design principles remain poorly understood.

• A novel meta-workflow—combining the efforts of both
crowd workers and the requester—that helps the requester
create high-quality crowdsourcing tasks more quickly and
with substantially less effort than existing methods.
• S PROUT, an open-source tool that implements this workflow
for labeling tasks, the most common crowdsourcing task
type [15]. S PROUT first has workers suggest changes to the
task instructions. It then clusters the suggestions and provides the requester with a comprehensive task-improvement
interface that visualizes the clusters for fast task exploration
and semi-automates the creation of a gated instruction (training and testing) workflow by suggesting test questions related to the instructions the requester has written.
• A user study with requesters with varying amounts of
crowdsourcing experience comparing S PROUT and structured labeling on two different types of labeling tasks. The
results demonstrate an overall preference for S PROUT over
structured labeling and for the use of worker feedback during task design. Furthermore, requesters using S PROUT
produced instructions that were rated higher by experts.
• A set of design principles for future task authoring and
debugging tools, informed by our experience building
S PROUT, and our observations and discussion with requesters during the user study.
We implement the S PROUT tool as a web application and
release the source code for both it and for structured labeling
in order to facilitate future research.1
PREVIOUS WORK

We first discuss (1) previous work that characterizes good task
design and (2) gated instructions; then, we describe existing
1 https://crowdlab.cs.washington.edu/task-design.html

Design Principles for Tasks and Workflows

Emerging understanding of good workflow design suggests
that investing in worker understanding is critically important to
crowdsourcing outcomes. A large-scale controlled study compared the efficacy of different quality control strategies, concluding that training and screening workers effectively is more
important than other workflow interventions [27]. Providing
feedback about a worker’s mistakes has also been shown to be
very helpful in improving their answer quality [11].
These studies demonstrate the strong need for tools like
S PROUT to help requesters clarify the task, include illustrative
examples, provide training with feedback, and screen workers.
Gated Instructions

The importance of instructions, training, and screening was
also demonstrated by an analysis of several attempts to crowdsource training data for information extraction [23]. S PROUT
adopts gated instruction from this work (see Figure 2). Gated
instructions is a quality control method that uses test questions
to ensure that workers have read and understood the instructions. It differs from the common practice of mixing 10–30%
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Figure 2. S PROUT runs a gated instruction workflow [23] in the Work
step of the meta-workflow (Figure 1), which ensures workers understand
the instructions before starting the main task. Workers who do not pass
gating do not continue with the task (indicated by the terminal square).
The Refine step of the meta-workflow updates all parts of this workflow
(before the first Refine step, only the main task is run since the system
cannot yet construct tutorial or gating questions).

gold standard questions into a work stream in the hope of detecting spammers [3,28], since the former is intended to ensure
understanding not diligence. It also has advantages over other
approaches like instructional manipulation checks [29], which
test attentiveness, not understanding; can be gamed [14]; and
do not provide training. A gated instruction workflow inserts
two phases before the main task: an interactive tutorial, followed by a screening phase consisting of a set of questions
workers must pass in order to start work on the actual task.
Understanding Task Ambiguities and Worker Behavior

Several tools support understanding of task behaviors. CrowdScape provides visualizations to help requesters understand
individual worker behaviors and outputs [31]. Noting that experimenting on different versions of task instructions, rewards,
and flows is time-intensive, CrowdWeaver provides a graphical tool to help manage the process and track progress [20].
Cheng et al. [5] propose methods for automatically determining task difficulty. Kairam and Heer [17] provide methods for
clustering workers (rather than questions, as S PROUT does).
While there has been more emphasis on understanding worker
behaviors, Papoutsaki et al. [30] instead study behaviors of
novice requesters designing workflows for a data collection
task; they distill several helpful lessons for requesters.
Other tools focus on dataset clustering and understanding.
Structured labeling [21] is a tool that produces a clustered
dataset with each cluster labeled by a single person akin to the
requester. These “structured labels” are a flexible data asset
(e.g., can support efficient data relabeling), but are expensive
to produce. Revolt [4] outputs structured labels created by the
crowd (to save requester effort). While structured labels are
flexible, it is prohibitively expensive to run Revolt on large
datasets because Revolt asks workers to explain and categorize every unresolved data item. Since Revolt’s goal is not
task improvement, it does not provide a user interface for the
requester nor help the requester create good instructions; their
evaluation used simulated requesters. In contrast, S PROUT
uses the crowd to help requesters create unambiguous instructions (thereby improving task quality) by examining a larger,
more diverse subset of the data than previously possible.
Tools for Task and Workflow Design

S PROUT extends a line of research on tools that support designing and debugging workflows. We are inspired by Turkomatic [22], which proposed having workers themselves decompose and define a workflow to solve a high-level task
description provided by a requester. Both systems embody

a meta-workflow with crowd workers acting in parallel with
the requester. While Turkomatic was only “partially successful” [22], the vision is impressive, and we see S PROUT as diving deeper into the task specification aspect of the greater workflow design challenge. S PROUT also leverages the reusability
of instructions across many instances of a task, while Turkomatic considered one-off tasks where reusability is limited.
Fantasktic [13] was another system designed to help novice
requesters be more systematic in their task instruction creation
via a wizard interface, but did not incorporate worker feedback or aid requesters in identifying edge cases like S PROUT.
Developed in parallel with our work, WingIt [24] also has
workers make instruction edits to handle ambiguous instructions, but does not provide a requester interface and relies
on the requester approving or modifying each individual edit
(which could be very time-consuming).
Forward-thinking marketplaces, such as CrowdFlower and
Daemo [7], already encourage requesters to deploy prototype
tasks and incorporate feedback from expert workers before
launching their main task. These mechanisms demonstrate the
feasibility and value of worker feedback for improving tasks.
S PROUT makes this paradigm even more useful with a metaworkflow that produces structured task feedback, does not
require expert workers, and enables requesters to efficiently
resolve classes of ambiguities via a novel user interface.
SPROUT: A TOOL SUPPORTING TASK DESIGN

In this section, we present the design of S PROUT, our system
for efficiently creating gated task instructions for new tasks.
The design decisions for S PROUT are based on previous work
and the authors’ extensive experience running crowdsourcing
tasks, and were iteratively refined through pilot studies with
workers and requesters (target users).
S PROUT embodies a feedback loop for task authoring and
debugging. First, the requester writes a version of the instructions, which are shown to the crowd on an evaluation set
(a small subset of the data) during a Work step of the metaworkflow (Figure 1). S PROUT identifies possibly confusing
questions during an automated Filter step using signals such
as low inter-annotator agreement. A different set of (meta)workers then perform a Diagnose step (Figure 3b), where they
decide if the question is ambiguous given the current instructions. Immediately after the Diagnose step, workers perform
either a Clarify step (Figure 3c) where they edit the instructions based on their own definition of the task (if they diagnose
the question to be ambiguous) or a GenTest step where they
create a test question with an explanation (if they believe the
question has an unambiguous answer). These three steps are
implemented as a single, conditional Resolve HIT (Figure 3).
During a subsequent Organize step, S PROUT uses these edits
and explanations to cluster various items and create item-item
similarity scores. These clusters (and closely related items)
are exposed in S PROUT’s dashboard (Figure 4), which allows
the requester to efficiently identify various ambiguities in the
previous task design as part of a Refine step. The requester
improves the instructions and test questions on the basis of
this feedback, S PROUT compiles these into gated instructions,
and the feedback loop repeats. When the current task design

Figure 3. The Resolve meta-worker HIT primitive, which implements the Diagnose, Clarify, and GenTest steps of the meta-workflow (Figure 1). A worker
(a) is shown a question from the base task (here, the Cars task) and (b) is asked to perform a Diagnose step. If she decides the question is ambiguous
(has multiple correct answers) given the current instructions, she then (c) performs a Clarify step by adding a rule to the instructions (based on how she
might define the task). Workers who decide the question is unambiguous instead perform a GenTest step (not pictured) by creating a test question.

no longer results in worker confusion or the requester ends the
process, the final task design is run on the whole dataset.
Finding and Characterizing Ambiguous Items

S PROUT’s Filter step identifies possible points of confusion in
a Work step (run on the requester’s current instructions), using
either indirect signals (e.g., questions with low inter-annotator
agreement) or direct signals (e.g., via a feedback input on the
task itself). Possibly confusing questions trigger Resolve HITs,
where crowd workers resolve potential ambiguities and in the
process generate useful metadata for organizing the dataset
and creating gated instructions.
Resolve HIT Part 1: In the first part of the HIT (Figure 3b),
a worker performs a Diagnose step by labeling whether the
question (Figure 3a) could have multiple correct answers (is
ambiguous) or has exactly one answer (is unambiguous). Depending on their response, the worker subsequently performs
either a Clarify step or GenTest step, respectively, in the second part. These subsequent steps take about the same amount
of work, so workers tend to perform Diagnose steps honestly.
The Diagnose step is designed to improve work quality. Our
initial design omitted the Diagnose step, instead asking workers to perform a Clarify or GenTest step in the appropriate
location of a single form. However, some workers entered
GenTest justifications in the intended Clarify location. Forcing
workers to make an explicit initial judgement and dynamically
adding a follow-up question helps to reduce these errors.
Resolve HIT Part 2, Clarify Option: If the worker decides
the question is ambiguous, S PROUT elicits a category from
the worker (via the text input box in Figure 3c) by having
them perform a Clarify step in the second part of the HIT.
This step consists of adding a clarification bullet to the instructions by describing the nature of ambiguity (category) and
deciding how items in that category should be labeled if they
were the requester (yes or no). S PROUT ultimately discards
worker labeling decisions (since only the requester can make

the final determination); their only purpose is to make the HIT
feel more natural to workers. The category input field autocompletes to categories previously written by other workers
to help workers reduce redundancy and arrive at a relatively
small set of categories for future review by the requester.
S PROUT’s method of eliciting ambiguous categories by having
workers directly suggest edits to the instructions is designed to
produce a rich set of categories. Workers in our experiments
often entered non-standard categories that function as rich
decision boundaries, useful for defining the task acceptance
criteria, e.g., workers entered “has the car as the main subject”
or “has windshields and seats and wheels” which could help
define acceptable car images. Simply asking workers to categorize ambiguities did not produce these types of categories.
S PROUT’s Clarify step also aims to produce focused text to
improve similarity comparisons and clustering results in the
next Organize step of the meta-workflow. Describing an ambiguity in the context of instructions that other workers will
see helps keep the text succinct. For example, the first two
workers performing Clarify steps for the same question entered “should only include photographs or realistic images of
birds” and “is a toy bird,” and a third worker also entered “is a
toy bird” (via auto-complete). These short phrases could all
be included directly in the instructions. When asked to explain
ambiguities without this context, workers often entered many
words unrelated to the actual ambiguity.2
Resolve HIT Part 2, GenTest Option: Workers that decide
the question is unambiguous instead perform a GenTest step
in the second part of the HIT (alternative version of Figure 3c,
not pictured), where they create a test question (for use in the
gated instruction workflow) by marking the correct answer and
providing an explanation. These questions are good candidates
2 E.g., one worker wrote, “Although the image is of a bird made from
legos, it is still an image of a bird. I would think that meets the
criteria. However, the instructions are a bit ambiguous and don’t say
whether it needs to be an actual bird or one depicted in an image.”

for testing workers because (1) a worker has a reason for why
it is unambiguous and (2) it is likely to help filter workers who
do not fully understand the instructions and initially disagreed
with that worker, causing the question to be flagged.
For some questions, multiple workers indicated that an item
is not confusing by performing GenTest steps, but submitted
conflicting answers. We believe this is an important source
of ambiguity, which likely happens due to differing interpretations of the same instructions. We include all such items
in the set of ambiguous items and perform automatic clustering based on GenTest step explanations (since Clarify step
categories are unavailable).
Clustering and Determining Related Items

Organize is the next meta-workflow step; here, S PROUT uses
all worker feedback to organize confusing questions for prioritized exploration by the requester and to determine question relatedness for context. It also maintains information for
suggesting test questions to the requester in the Refine step.
Toward this end, S PROUT creates (1) a two level-hierarchy
of ambiguous categories, (2) a priority order for top-level
categories, and (3) similarity scores for each item pair.
S PROUT adapts the taxonomization algorithm from Cascade
[6] for creating its prioritized hierarchical clusters. Proceeding from the largest categories (auto-completed instruction
edits from Clarify steps) with the most confusions to the least,
S PROUT selects a category to include at the top-level and nests
all smaller categories with overlapping items as “related” categories (see Figure 4a). This also creates a natural order for
top-level categories, since the more confusing categories are
prioritized higher. Note that this is a soft clustering, i.e., an
item can appear in multiple categories, which is appropriate
for our task, since one item could be confusing for multiple
reasons—all such reasons are likely valuable to the requester.3
To compute item-item similarity, S PROUT first creates an item
embedding. It uses all the text written by workers in the Resolve HITs and takes a TF-IDF-weighted linear combination
of word embeddings in that text. Since the amount of text
written by workers is relatively small, pre-trained word embeddings based on a Google News Corpus [26] suffice for this
task—they capture similarities between semantically related
words. S PROUT creates item-item similarity scores using the
cosine distance between item embeddings.
Requester Dashboard for Improving Task Design

The S PROUT dashboard guides requesters performing a Refine
step of the meta-workflow to efficiently identify important
categories of confusion (Figure 4a), inspect individual items
to gain deeper understanding (Figure 4b), and redesign the
task (Figure 4c,d) in response.
Following visualization principles of “overview first and details on demand" [32], requesters can view all the top-level
categories (largest, most confusing first) in the left column
(Figure 4a), and expand categories to inspect individual items
as needed. Category size is indicated next to the category
3 During pilot experiments, we also tried hierarchical clustering, but
found the unprioritized, hard clustering to be less useful and coherent.

name, along with a visualization of the distribution of workers who have answered yes, no, or ?. Test question labels
from GenTest steps are denoted as yes and no, while Clarify
step labels are denoted as ? (S PROUT discards labels from
workers editing the instructions). Individual items within each
category are represented by a button marked with the item
id and colored with the mean worker answer. This compact
item representation is inspired by Kulesza et al.’s [21] original
structured-labeling implementation. The category and item
visualizations use pink, white, and green to represent no, ?,
and yes worker answers, respectively.
Requesters can view additional details about individual items
in the central preview column (Figure 4b), which is accessed
by clicking on an item. The top of the preview shows worker
responses from the Resolve HITs issued for the item. Below
the preview, a panel shows thumbnails of similar items (sorted
by descending similarity). These thumbnails are adapted from
the original structured labeling implementation [21] for providing context about how to label an item.
The requester’s instructions editor (Figure 4c) supports example creation and rich text editing. S PROUT lets requesters
format their text using the Markdown markup language, and
extends that language to support referencing items as examples using Twitter mention notation (e.g., @12 will insert a
reference to item 12). A preview tab lets the requester preview
a formatted version of the text, with referenced items replaced
by clickable item buttons.
To make an item into a test question, the requester simply drags
it to the test questions panel (Figure 4d). Test questions are
used for the gated instruction workflow that ensures that a new
worker has understood the task (see next subsection). Clicking
on the item in that panel opens a dialog box with a form that
lets the requester edit the explanation. The form also provides
guidance on best practices for writing test questions [10].
S PROUT suggests improvements to the task’s training regimen
in the form of test-question recommendations. Each time a
requester references an example item using the instructions
editor, S PROUT recommends the most similar item (above
a minimum similarity threshold) as a potential test question.
These questions in general are good candidates for test questions because they are likely to reinforce or test understanding
of the examples during the gated instruction workflow. In
Figure 4d, the system has recommended an image of a boat
carrying cars (item 349) since the requester had previously
created an example of cars on a ferry (item 444).
As part of the overall workflow, requesters can quickly see
which categories they have (and have not yet) inspected by the
presence (or absence) of a checkmark to the left of the category
name. S PROUT also provides a measure of the requester’s
overall progress toward viewing all confusing categories with
a progress bar above the categories.
Compiling Gated Instructions

As the final part of the Refine step, S PROUT compiles the selected test questions into gated instructions [23] (see previous
work and Figure 2 for details). S PROUT partitions the test

Figure 4. The S PROUT requester interface during a Refine step of the meta-workflow (Figure 1) for the Cars task. S PROUT enables requesters to (a) drill
down into categories of ambiguous items, (b) view details of items (Item 444 shown), e.g., individual worker feedback (top) and similar items (bottom),
(c) edit the instructions in response, and (d) create test questions, possibly from the set of recommended test questions (S PROUT recommended item 349
because it is similar to Item 444—an example the requester provided in the instructions—and thus a good candidate for testing worker understanding).

questions for each label into two equal-sized sets for constructing the interactive tutorial and the gating questions (ensuring
similar label distributions). These sets are subject to a maximum size, which is tunable and limits the duration of gated
instruction. S PROUT uses any remaining test questions as gold
standard questions to ensure workers remain diligent, using,
e.g., a decision-theoretic gold question insertion strategy [3].
EXPLORATORY USER STUDY DESIGN

We conducted a user study to validate our system design and
inform the design of future tools for improving task design.
Our evaluation is guided by three primary research questions:

Our research questions seek to validate our initial hypothesis
that worker feedback helps task design by measuring requester
attitudes and behaviors (RQ1, RQ2) and task design quality
(RQ3). While it may seem obvious that feedback can help
aspects of task design like wording of instructions, it is less
clear that it will help other major task design bottlenecks like
discovering and defining the nuances of the task. Thus, our
evaluation compares S PROUT to structured labeling [21], a
strong alternative to worker feedback that embodies best practices for exploring one’s dataset and identifying important edge
cases, which requesters can then add to the instructions [4].

RQ2: How helpful are S PROUT’s task improvement affordances (e.g., worker-powered structured navigation and test
question suggestions)?

To answer these research questions, we conducted a withinsubjects laboratory study that allowed us to observe requesters
using both S PROUT and structured labeling on two different
task types, and to survey them on the relative benefits and
weaknesses of the approaches. This study design let us get
feedback from requesters with varying amount of crowdsourcing expertise, and control for interface condition and task type.

RQ3: How much improved are task designs produced with
S PROUT?

Our experiment design asks requesters to refine their task designs according to their own understanding of the concept,

RQ1: How useful do requesters find S PROUT’s workerpowered interface for improving task design?

resulting in many different task definitions. We initially attempted to control for different requester concepts by fixing
the concept up-front, but could find no way to communicate
a fixed concept to requesters without interfering with the experiment. If one fully describes the concept to the requester
up front, the requester could simply pass this description on
to the workers, obviating much of the tool’s benefit (finding
ambiguities). We also tried having requesters interact during the experiment with an oracle that answers whether the
requester has correctly labeled an item according to a fixed
concept. However, in pilot studies, we found this interaction
to be overly complex and unnatural. Ultimately, we decided to
let requesters specify their own concepts and account for this
in our analysis. Previous studies of requester behavior [30]
employed a similar design.
Following the user study, we evaluated the quality of the resulting instructions to help answer RQ3. S PROUT’s objective and
the truest measure of instruction quality is accuracy of the data
generated by workers given those instructions. Unfortunately,
we could not measure data accuracy because we do not have
access to ground truth labels for comparison (each requester
has their own, latent concept, which is only partially expressed
through the instructions). In order to approximate data quality,
we measured instruction quality directly by having two crowdsourcing experts4 rank the instructions for each task, blind to
tool condition, based on the number of ambiguous categories
addressed in the instructions.5 We asked the experts to base
their rankings on this criterion, since reducing ambiguities is
likely to improve data quality (assuming appropriate quality
control measures are employed [23]),
In the rest of this section, we describe how we created the tasks
and two requester interfaces, how we recruited participants for
our study, and the details of our experimental procedure.
Labeling Tasks and Requester Interfaces

We selected two classification task types of different complexity: one image and one website (mix of text and images),
inspired by prior work [4]. Since prior researchers did not release their tasks, we constructed two new equal-sized datasets:
• The Cars image dataset. We obtained this dataset by selecting images from all the ImageNet [16] synsets containing
the word car, as described in prior work [4].
• The Travel website dataset. In order to have a dataset of
sufficient size for measuring instructions, we collected a
new, expanded version of the dataset created by Kulesza et
al. [21] from the DMOZ directory.6 We found that sampling
all pages from the travel category resulted in a sufficient
number of ambiguous examples that it was not necessary to
sample negative examples from other categories.
4 The

experts are researchers (one author, one non-author) who have
each posted over 20 different crowdsourcing tasks and authored papers on the topic. Neither expert had previously seen the instructions.
5 The experts determined categories independently by performing
open coding [8] on the instructions.
6 We used an archived version of DMOZ [33], since the original
DMOZ site is no longer active.

Figure 5. Our implementation of structured labeling [21], a method for
labeling new tasks, which previous researchers have used to construct
instructions [4]. Structured labeling supports concept evolution (one’s
changing definition of the task as one explores more data) by allowing
the requester to defer labeling decisions with a maybe label, quickly
change labels for groups of items (e.g, by dragging the “multiple cars”
group to a different label), and name groups for fast recall. Here, a
requester is hovering over an item (Item 458 here), which displays a
thumbnail preview; a requester can also click on the item to view a larger
preview (not pictured) or drag the item to a different label or group.

Our structured labeling implementation (Figure 5) operates
completely independently of worker feedback and adapts key
ideas from structured labeling. Requesters can label items
by dragging them into yes, no, or maybe sections, organize
items in groups within those sections, and name groups for
easier recall. Figure 5 shows one requester’s use of these
sections during the user study. Our structured labeling implementation retains the instructions and test question editors of
S PROUT (Figure 4c,d), but provides space for requesters to
organize items themselves (Figure 5) in place of the panel with
categories created by workers (Figure 4a). We implemented
structured labeling as closely as possible to the original paper,
since the authors did not release their tool or source code.
We have released the tasks, a library for generating similar
tasks, and the source code for S PROUT and structured labeling
for use by future researchers.7 Our requester interface implementations are web applications built on the open-source
React front-end library.
7 https://crowdlab.cs.washington.edu/task-design.html

Participants

We recruited 11 participants8 to use S PROUT and structured
labeling as requesters, by emailing relevant mailing lists (with
IRB approval). Our participants were graduate (10) and undergraduate (1) students at a major research university. Participants ranged in age from 21 to 45 and were balanced in terms
of gender (5 male, 5 female, 1 other). Eight of the participants
indicated prior experience as requesters, with four reporting
having launched 1–3 different tasks and four reporting having launched 4–10 different tasks. Seven of the participants
indicated some prior experience as crowd workers, but no participant indicated completing more than 10 HITs. Participants
were paid $25 for approximately one hour of their time.
Procedure

We used a within-subjects experimental design. Each requester
used S PROUT and structured labeling to improve the instructions for the two tasks, one per task. We assumed there was
no learning effect across tasks, so we fixed the task order as
Cars followed by Travel. We used a Latin square to randomize
the order in which each requester encountered the interfaces.
Before each task, requesters completed a tutorial and practice
task (a dataset of confusing bird images) using the assigned
interface in order to ensure they understood the goal and how
to use the interface. After each task, requesters completed a
brief survey about their experience, and after the last task, they
also rated their preferred interface.
To ensure that the study completed within the allotted one hour
(including tutorials and surveys), requesters were given 18 minutes per task to create an improved version of the instructions.
We selected 300 items for each task as the evaluation set for
the instructions, anticipating 300 to be sufficiently large such
that (1) it would contain most of the common ambiguities in
the task definition and (2) requesters would not be limited by
the number of sample items during the experiment.9
Requesters were instructed to improve the initial instructions
with the goal of having workers produce higher-accuracy answers that agree with the requester’s concept. We used simple
initial instructions for both datasets: “Is this an image of a car?”
and “Is this a website about travel?” Accuracy depends on the
task specification, and since each task is underspecified to start,
each requester may arrive at a different target concept. Requesters who were unsure what their concept should be were
prompted to pretend they were “launching a service for detecting cars” or “launching a website for travel tips.” Requesters
were also instructed to create at least three test questions that
would ensure that workers understand their instructions.
In order to reduce the cost and variability of running the full
S PROUT workflow with every requester, we pre-collected
worker (and meta-worker) answers for all questions in the
evaluation sets by seeding S PROUT with the initial versions
of the instructions. These answers were replayed by S PROUT
during experiment sessions. We deployed the Resolve HIT to
8 We excluded one participant who was not directly affiliated with
the university mailing lists we advertised to, and who had difficulty
understanding the objective and procedure of the experiment.
9 Experimentation during pilot studies showed that 18 minutes was a
reasonable upper bound and 300 items was sufficiently large.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Requester responses to the questions (a) “Which interface did
you prefer for creating instructions?” and (b) “Which interface would
you use to create instructions in the future?”. Requesters in our study
overall preferred S PROUT with worker feedback rather than in structured labeling, but about half still saw uses for both interfaces.

three workers for each of the 300 items in each task, paying
$0.05 per image HIT and $0.07 per website HIT (based on a
wage of $8 / hour calculated from pilot deployment timings).
We limited participation to U.S. workers who had completed
at least 100 HITs with an approval rate of at least 95%.
RESULTS
RQ1: Usefulness of Worker Feedback

Figure 6a shows that requesters overall preferred S PROUT
over structured labeling. P1 summarized the high-level benefits of worker feedback with S PROUT: “[c]ategorizing the
inputs, showing me the cases where there was confusion, etc.,
made it SUPER easy to identify cases that needed clarification.”
In contrast, structured labeling didn’t provide “a sense of what
the data looked like as a whole.” Another requester (P4) expressed dismay after switching from S PROUT to structured
labeling: “It sucks that you have to start from a completely
blank slate. [S PROUT] gave you some more support.”
While most requesters preferred S PROUT, about half indicated
that they would use both interfaces in the future (Figure 6b),
indicating that worker feedback is not always desired. P3
wrote “Before I had any crowd data, I liked [structured labeling] because it let me try doing the task myself...But after I had
some preliminary labeled data, I would like to use [S PROUT]
to see what kinds of things people were confused about.” P2
wanted to use structured labeling to start to avoid being biased by workers when deciding on her task concept. P11
expressed mixed feelings about structured labeling; she liked
that it “forced [her] to personally think through what was in the
image and what [she] was looking for,” but also said that “it
was...pretty time consuming to create the different categories.”
Requesters did not find the organizational aspects of structured
labeling particularly useful and rarely created groups, likely because the instructions editor itself serves as an organizational
tool that lets requesters describe categories with example items.
Usage might change with more extended interaction; P1 noted
“[groups] might be [useful] if [he] were iterating multiple times
and wanted to come back...in the future.”
The one requester who indicated he would use neither interface
in the future (P1) did so because he prefers crafting examples
by hand as a domain expert in natural language processing,
explaining “[a]lthough S PROUT does help with quickly identifying the confusing cases...to make the instructions concise I
typically have to come up with my own examples anyway (so
I can reuse the same example sentence for a lot of examples).”

RQ2: Usefulness of S PROUT’s Affordances

Requesters found the recommended test questions particularly
useful. One requester (P2), an NLP researcher, wrote “The
most helpful features...is (sic) the automatically suggested test
questions. The similarity metrics seems (sic) to be working
great and the suggested items are great for testing the points
I emphasized in the instructions.” Overall, a significant fraction of test questions created by requesters were previously
recommended by S PROUT (on average, 29% and 20% for the
Cars and Travel tasks, respectively). Requesters reported them
useful in surveys, and several created test questions almost
exclusively based on recommendations (4/5 test questions by
P1 on the Cars task and 4/4 test questions by P2 on the Travel
task). Still, semantically similar items are not always the best
test questions; P11 complained, “if I used a ferry with cars on
it as an example, it’d just return a boat as a suggestion.”
Requesters used the similar items panel infrequently, perhaps
due to lack of familiarity with the interface or because S PROUT
already recommends the most similar item to each example in
the instructions as a test question.
While most requesters looked at individual items first, P9
scanned the text descriptions of the categories and began to
edit the instruction text without inspecting items. This type
of rapid instruction improvement was made possible by the
organized presentation of worker feedback. We did not instruct
requesters about such strategies, and other requesters may have
learned to use S PROUT more effectively with instruction.
RQ3: Impact on Task Design Quality

On average, requesters using S PROUT wrote longer instructions, cited more examples, and were rated higher by experts.10
Requesters using S PROUT on average wrote longer instructions (µ = 1672 vs. 1110 characters) and cited nearly twice
as many examples on the Travel task compared to structured
labeling (µ = 4.6 vs. 2.6 examples). These results are weakly
significant based on a two-sided Welch’s t-test (t = 1.89,
p = 0.10; t = 1.77, p = 0.11). There was no significant difference on the Cars task (t = −0.30, p = 0.78; t = −0.09,
p = 0.93).
Two crowdsourcing experts independently ranked the instructions for each task into five quality buckets (valued 1 to 5), assigning higher values to instructions that mentioned more categories of ambiguous items. Both experts ranked instructions
produced using S PROUT higher on the Cars task compared to
structured labeling (µ = 4.0 vs. 2.8; µ = 3.2 vs. 2.0). These
results are weakly significant based on a two-sided Welch’s
t-test (t = 1.78, p = 0.11; t = 1.88, p = 0.11). There was no
significant difference on the Travel task for either expert rating
(t = 0.0, p = 1.0; t = 0.0, p = 1.0).
Together, these results suggest that S PROUT helps create more
comprehensive instructions. Detailed instructions can elicit
higher quality data from workers when combined with proper
training and screening methods like gated instructions [23].
10 Larger

samples are needed to establish statistical significance. We
excluded P5 from analysis of the Travel task, since she was unable to
complete the task due to difficulty finding a motivation for the task.

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS FOR TASK DESIGN
How to make exploration frictionless?

It is essential that future task design tools help requesters view
items with minimal overhead. In structured labeling, even
dragging items into yes / no / maybe sections was inefficient
for some requesters, who found it faster to scroll through
the carousel of item thumbnails. P1 complained that even
this carousel had too much friction and the images were too
small. A more efficient view might have been a vertical scroll
(used by websites like Instagram) with an option to resize images, though factors such as scrolling direction and number of
items per page can have subtle effects on performance [18, 19].
One requester (P8) seemed to experience similar friction with
S PROUT, repurposing the similar items (bottom of Figure 4b)
for quickly retrieving new items (not just similar ones).
S PROUT was designed with the idea that one must explore
items before writing instructions. However, one can also view
exploration in service of the ultimate goal of creating instructions. From this viewpoint, P10 felt that the instructions editor
would be more natural on the left. Other requesters felt that
S PROUT could have benefited from more “visual hierarchy”
(P8) and “linear process” (P3).
How much information to show?

Another design decision to consider is how much and when to
show information about worker confusions to the requester. P5
felt overwhelmed by the number of categories displayed and
began clicking through categories without regard to their prioritization. In contrast, P9 benefited from having all categories
displayed initially, as his strategy was to read the descriptions,
edit the instructions, and only look at items periodically. Providing the right amount of support for a diverse set of users is
a challenging problem for mixed-initiative systems. One possibility is to make the frictionless vertical scroll described above
the default mode, and enable the requester to use additional
features from S PROUT and structured labeling on demand as
they learn what tools most benefit their personal workflow.
How much initiative to take?

Another possibility is to create an adaptive version of S PROUT
that shows the requester a sequence of only the most important
and diverse categories, taking into account the set of items
the requester has viewed and the instructions she has written
up to that point. More knowledge about the space of items
considered by the requester so far could also enable smarter
suggestions for improvements to the instructions.
While our tool supports test question creation by the requester,
it is unclear whether the requester need be the one to do so,
once she has written a clear set of instructions with examples.
Indeed, our high-level vision (Figure 1) is that workers (or the
system) should be able to determine when the requester’s input
is needed. This suggests that other tedious task components,
such as gold questions or task advertisements, might be created
automatically by meta-workers, saving requester time. And
while P1 wanted S PROUT to help him ensure the distribution of
test question labels matched the overall distribution of labels—
as recommended by CrowdFlower for gold questions [10]—
such tools may not be necessary either.

How to balance self-organization and worker support?

While the instructions themselves can be used for organizational purposes, additional support for self-organization in
S PROUT could have been helpful. For instance, P9 had trouble
recalling and finding a category of items he had previously
read (but not opened, so it did not have a check mark). P4
on the other hand wanted to incorporate some of the intelligence of S PROUT into structured labeling by automatically
narrowing the set of items classified as maybe using structured
labeling (e.g., using item vector embeddings), when items in
that section are covered by the instructions. Finding a middle
ground and making transparent what the workers have done
vs. what the requester has done is challenging but could pay
dividends.

While our study design allowed for controlled observation of
requester behavior, we also encountered several experimental
challenges. Several requesters experienced difficulty deciding
on a motivating concept to help them make labeling decisions,
causing large delays (P5) or concept changes just to simplify
the task (P11); providing tools to requesters solving their own
problems may improve motivation. Future studies could also
seek to better control for the amount of time requesters spend
on each task (some requesters ended the task early), or the
style of instructions (e.g., by providing more requester training). Finally, studying multiple task types was informative but
decreased statistical power; future studies could try other experimental designs (e.g., with task type as a blocking factor).

How much of the workflow to support?

CONCLUSIONS

Even if one starts out with a binary-classification problem,
one can realize down the line that the task might benefit from
decomposition or structured output of a different kind. Two of
our requesters familiar with crowdsourcing for NLP (P1, P2)
wanted to change the task interface, for instance by changing
the answer labels, or to break the task into smaller subtasks
“since it is easier to write instructions for small tasks.” Supporting these aspects of task design are a worthy goal and could
benefit from S PROUT’s feedback loop; we chose to focus on
binary labeling tasks since (a) they are the most common
crowdsourcing task type [15] and (b) we wanted to constrain
the design space to avoid some of the pitfalls of previous work
that tackled broader problems [22].

To achieve high-quality output from crowdsourcing, one requires diligent workers working on well-designed, and clearlyexplained tasks. While there are many papers on identifying
diligent workers and substantial research on patterns for task
decomposition, our work is perhaps the first tool that helps
requesters design effective instructions. Instructions may be
less glamorous than some other aspects of crowdourcing, but
they have been shown to be deeply important [23].

In addition to supporting more aspects of task design, we believe that future versions of S PROUT could naturally support
additional types of tasks. Labeling tasks with more than two
answers are possible with minor interface changes, and more
generally, we envision S PROUT being useful for any task with
many different instances (questions) that share a common design (so that improvement benefits many questions) and have
a correct answer (so workers can be tested before beginning
the task), for example information-seeking tasks [30].
How to scaffold the process of learning to design tasks?

Our requesters were largely unpracticed at writing high-quality
crowdsourcing instructions. There is opportunity to incorporate tools for helping requesters—such as guiding them toward
effective strategies—into S PROUT. P4 mentioned it would
helpful to have templates for common things to say to workers
like “use your best judgement.” P1 thought better support for
task criteria labels would be useful for overall consistency.
We agree that these would be great to add, but determining a
single set of best practices is difficult. It may also be possible
to train crowd workers instead to hone the presentation of the
task.
LIMITATIONS

Several additional types of evaluation would strengthen our
findings. Future studies should strive to measure both data
accuracy and worker satisfaction resulting from task improvement. More studies are also needed to investigate what happens when instructions become very complex, and to demonstrate that our findings generalize to many types of requesters.

Furthermore, S PROUT uses a novel method to aid instruction
design and debugging: having the crowd evaluate the current
design on a sample of data, identifying confusing questions
based on disagreement and worker diagnoses, clustering confusion categories based on worker instruction edits, and showing
those in an organized and prioritized manner so that a requester
can quickly learn the various nuances of their task and its current flaws. S PROUT further aids a requester by providing a
natural interface for improving instructions with embedded
illustrative examples and recommending test questions for a
gated instruction workflow that ensures worker understanding.
Nearly all the requesters in our user study (with varying
amounts of crowdsourcing expertise) preferred to use S PROUT
(which has worker feedback) over structured labeling, a natural baseline that supports requesters learning about their task
themselves rather than through worker feedback. Some requesters felt that structured labeling is a good interface for
creating the first set of instructions, but overall they preferred
the full power of S PROUT, which makes effective task design
more convenient. On average, instructions produced using
S PROUT were longer, cited more examples, and were rated
higher by multiple crowdsourcing experts. This user study
also led to our set of design implications for future task design, and we have released our source code and web-based
implementations for further use by requesters and researchers.
In the future, we plan to use the crowd to improve other aspects of task and workflow design, such as task decomposition,
and to support task design beyond labeling tasks. For example,
we envision crowd workers retrieving task details from requesters as needed and collaboratively developing even better
designs with minimal requester effort. We encourage other
researchers to continue to explore new ways to leverage and
develop worker task design skills, and to build systems that
mediate worker-requester communications.
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